Addendum to Index to Cassinia
Numbers 64–68 (1990–1999)

COMPiled by ROBERT MERCER and SANDRA L. SHERMAN

This addendum updates the Centennial edition of Cassinia, Volume 63 (1988–89), which contains a full index of all previous issues.

Titles of articles are listed in italics. Titles of selections from General Notes are listed in plain type. Each article is listed by its title and by its author and also is referenced under its subject. General Notes are listed under the author (by title) and referenced under subject, but not listed separately, as are articles.

A reference directly following a person’s name is usually an obituary. Species references without a location specified refer to behavior or general distribution. No attempt has been made to reference all species. Species references are listed only for those articles or notes for which they are the prime focus. As with species, locations are referenced only for those mentioned in titles. All locations mentioned are listed individually.
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